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Welcome to CitiesWithNature



Now, more than ever, there is a need to unite and embrace nature, reconnect communities with nature, become CitiesWithNature!
Become part of this unique initiative that recognizes and enhances the value of nature in and around cities across the world.
It provides a shared platform for cities and their partners to engage and connect, working with shared commitment towards a more sustainable urban world.



 Why join our registry?
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CitiesWithNatureUPDATES
FEATURED
 19 January 2024Wetlands – Nurturing communities and sustaining urban life

 READ MORE 


LATEST UPDATES
 20 April 2023Climate and Nature in cities and regions: Water connects all

 READ MORE
 06 March 2023Six Chinese “Charming Cities” announced at COP15

 READ MORE
 06 February 2023CitiesWithNature and RegionsWithNature growing significantly

 READ MORE





 Follow us on X


 More Updates


 See our CitiesWithNature BUZZ newsletters





 
   
   
Reshaping our future through CitiesWithNature






We invite you to imagine ways to reshape our urban future through CitiesWithNature & RegionsWithNature. Scroll right for more languages!







Redéfinir notre avenir à travers CitiesWithNature






We invite you to imagine ways to reshape our urban future through CitiesWithNature & RegionsWithNature. Scroll right for more languages!







通过“自然城市平台”重塑我们的未来






We invite you to imagine ways to reshape our urban future through CitiesWithNature & RegionsWithNature. Scroll right for more languages!







Transformando nosso futuro com CitiesWithNature






We invite you to imagine ways to reshape our urban future through CitiesWithNature & RegionsWithNature. Scroll right for more languages!







Transformando nuestro futuro a través de CitiesWithNature






We invite you to imagine ways to reshape our urban future through CitiesWithNature & RegionsWithNature. Scroll right for more languages!







CitiesWithNature and COVID-19


In the time of the COVID-19 global pandemic, our network of cities and regions is on the frontline of response. The pandemic is calling us to increasingly connect online. CitiesWithNature, as a unique, next-generation initiative, is supporting an online community of practice, enabling learning and action around integrating nature in cities and (re)connecting people with nature. As almost half of humankind have lesser or even no options to connect with nature outdoors in these trying times, many are realising anew just how essential our connection with nature is for our own health and wellbeing, and how deeply it is longed for, once we are separated from it. We all need nature, even more so in these unprecedented times where the fast-changing daily dynamics of COVID-19 are consuming and fundamentally altering our lives.


 Learn more














CitiesWithNatureAROUND THE WORLD
 	Metropolitan Area of Barcelona
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	Spain
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	Municipality of Belo Horizonte
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	Brazil
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	City of Yarra
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	Australia
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 CitiesWithNature was developed out of a fundamental need by cities and provides a powerful global platform to connect them and other subnational governments with each other, their communities and experts to inspire and learn from one another on their shared journey to integrate nature into cities in a way that benefits both people and nature.
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 Gino Van Begin ICLEI Secretary General


 Biodiversity is essential for human survival. Since more than 50% of the human population live in cities now, we must ensure that biodiversity thrives in cities – for our own good!
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 Dr. Lena ChanSenior Director, International Biodiversity Conservation Division at National Parks Board, Singapore


 Whilst the case for nature-based solutions has been thoroughly made, we remain a long way short of mainstreaming green design at all scales in urban ecosystems. The IUCN Urban Nature Alliance looks forward to working with ICLEI and CitiesWithNature in ensuring nature-based solutions become the new normal for cities across the world in the next decade.
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 Jonathan HughesIUCN Urban Alliance Chair and WCMC Chief Executive Officer at UNEP-WCMC


 Now, more than ever, we need to reconnect with nature, to plan, build and manage our cities with nature! ICLEI and its partners are proud to present this shared global ambition, which aims to enable a growing number of cities and partners to come on board and collaborate.
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 Dr. Cathy Oke First Vice President of ICLEI and Councillor for the City of Melbourne


 Coming from one of the greatest biodiverse regions of the world, I have witnessed the impacts that climate change have done to our environment. Life, as we know, is at risk and is our responsibility to ensure the conservation of our ecosystems and the sustainable use of our natural resources; we need to recognize the urgency of maintaining harmony with nature by making use of the powerful platforms at our disposal.
CitiesWithNature has become a very important global tool to connect and commit to taking action in favor of our ecosystems.
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 Mauricio Vila DosalGovernor of Yucatán
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CitiesWithNaturePARTNERS
CitiesWithNature is brought to you by founding partners ICLEI, TNC and IUCN, along with supporting bodies such as the CBD and other international partners.



Supporting partners

CitiesWithNature acknowledges the generous support from:

CitiesWithNature is recognised by the:


 Show more partners Contact us today if your organisation would like to become a partner
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